Porcupine Catalog
Fall 2017—Spring 2018

Lucy

Photos and text by Debbie Maas

Grizabella
Size/sex: Medium-large
History: Seen for about a week between 1/28 and 2/4, often during the day
Diagnostics:





Significant gray hairs in the undercoat
Solid dark back (though lightened by the gray)
Very white face (quills exposed on the cheeks)
Somewhat shaggy yellow shock

Notes: I imagined Grizabella to be an elderly
porcupine because of the gray hairs and the fact
that she did not climb into the feeders. She was
not especially skittish and approached close to
the door at least once. It’s possible that the gray
hairs were the result of shedding, but it would
have been early and the gray certainly appeared
to be her live hair color. The white on the
cheeks, though, was largely due to exposed quill
shafts. The very white face is strikingly similar to
Rival’s (fall 2018-fall 2019) from a distance.

Jane (Rupert)
Size: Yearling (or large YOY)
History: Arrived 11/26 and
stayed through most of April
(if Rupert, returned fall 2018)
Diagnostics:
 Very yellow around the
face and sides
 Yellow –tipped back, becoming dark in the spring
 Clear mutton chops and white hairs above and behind eyes
Notes: I named the second “yellower and fluffier” YOY to arrive
‘Jane’, but was afterwards confused as to whether Jane was a
YOY or a yearling, as she looked significantly larger than the other
YOYs sometimes, then clearly small at other times. My guess
based on size and the maturity of the face relative to other YOYs
is that Jane was a yearling this season; there may also have been
a smaller yellow porcupine I don’t have photos of. Some of these
photos are almost unmistakably Rupert (recognized as an individual in early 2019). If these photos are all of the same animal, Jane
is very yellow in the fall, then loses the yellow back in the spring,
becoming black like Rupert. The distinct mutton
chops and tapering shock over the snout are consistent throughout, and unique. The photo outlined
in orange is from fall 2019.

Jezreel
Size/sex: Large female
History: Arrived 11/20 and stayed into April
(returned fall 2018)
Diagnostics:
 Solid black back
 Stiff, short yellow shock
 Sparse white wings behind the eyes
 Distinct snout shape (triangular), straight
nose
 Short, triangular tail
Notes: A fairly regular visitor, mellow but not especially friendly. She was very recognizable by the
solid black back, uncommon at the time. She appears to have been courted by Lucy on November
25.

Kublai (Cyrano?)
Size/sex: Large (presumably male)
History: “Kublai” was used for at least two large yellow
porcupines during the season who I could not distinguish
at the time.
Diagnostics:
 Large, yellow
Notes: Photographs suggest that one of the two Kublais
(and perhaps the one in all of these photos) was known
as Cyrano in fall 2019. He was noted for his “prominent
nose” in both seasons.

Lion
Size/sex: Medium-sized male
History: Arrived by 12/29 and stayed through most of April (returned fall 2018)
Diagnostics:






Solid dark back
Long yellow shock that goes straight back from his forehead
Very distinct face when straight on
White behind the eyes and the very back edge of the lower cheek
White patch on lower cheeks
Notes: Lion wasn’t known as an
individual until fall 2018 but (based
on photographs) was a frequent
visitor this season. He was probably
often mistaken for Jezreel (due to
the dark coat, size, and similarly
distinct snout) and sometimes with
other common visitors as well.

Lucy
Size/sex: Large male
History: Arrived by 10/31 and stayed into April
(returned fall 2018)
Diagnostics:
 Very yellow
 Shock extends straight back from a
straight nose (occasionally overhangs)
 Nose is straight, no bulging
 White cheeks
 Noticeable part down the neck,
especially when wet
Notes: Lucy was his typical wonderful self and
getting so large that his sex was beginning to be less
of a question. He appears to have courted Jezreel on
11/25.

Unknown YOY/yearling
Size: Large YOY or yearling
History: Known decidedly from one encounter on 4/20
Diagnostics:




Solid brown back
Short , upright yellow shock
White eye wings, with possible subtle chops from some
angles

Notes: These photos are all from the same evening. Likely
this individual had been seen at other times, but was not
photographed well enough to identify and was probably misidentified as Timothy, or possibly Jane due to his size. In
some of these photos he is climbing into a feeder with Jane
and Barnaby inside, and Timothy has also been around, so he
is clearly a fourth small porcupine.

Young-of-the-Year

Barnaby

Barnaby (Tertullian?)
Size/sex: Young-of-the-year (YOY)
History: Arrived 11/21 and (probably) stayed into May (if Tertullian, returned fall 2018)
Diagnostics:
 White eye wings, white back of lower cheek (faint chops)
that don’t show up in all photos
 Yellow, frizzled back
 Yellow shock distinctively clumped in the center of the forehead


Distinctly shaped nose at certain angles

Notes: This was the first YOY to arrive in the fall; all YOYs were
initially called “Timothy” (plus the larger Jane) until they began
coming together and could be differentiated. Some of the photos showing the snout of this young porcupine are spitting image
of Tertullian, identified and named in fall 2019. This could easily
be him as a YOY. Like Tertullian, he began shedding early which
radically changed his appearance in the spring. Photos on this
page are through January, after which there is a pause in good
photographs until late March, though notes suggest he was still
a regular; photos on the following page are from April and May.
Sets of photos from the same encounter are outlined in the
same colors. All photos are in chronological order from top to
bottom. The photo outlined in orange (next page) is from 2019.

Timothy
Size/sex: YOY
History: Arrived by 12/23 stayed into April
Diagnostics:




Faint yellow-tipped back over brown undercoat
Long, curved yellow hairs over rosette
Very small, faint eye wings

Notes: This YOY was differentiated (eventually) from Barnaby and Jane by the lack of distinct shock top, his browner
pelage, and size. He appears “cuter” than either. Identification was initially uncertain and YOYs were known as snubnosed Timothy and straight-nosed Timothy for a time. Timothy was often seen trying to play with adults, including Lion
(see photo to left). Photos are in chronological order from
top to bottom, left to right (the face shot below is from the
same night as the playing photo).

